Staff Picks

12 Rules for Life: An Anecdote for Chaos
(Philosophy for Living)
Call #: 170.44 Pet

Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy
(Depression, Cognitive Therapy)
Call #: 158.1 Bur

Psycho-Cybernetics
(Success, Self-Confidence)
Call #: 158.1 Mal

Mindset: The New Psychology of Success
(Motivation, Self-Perception)
Call #: 153.8 Dwe

Ask a librarian for help locating titles.

Browse these selected call number areas:

Fear/Anxiety
152.46 or 616.852

Success, Courage, Happiness
158.1

Motivation 158

Spirituality 204.4

Love 152.41

Time Management
155.232, 650.11

Anger 152.47

Resiliency 155.24

Attention/Distraction
303.483, 306.874, 153.733

LONE STAR COLLEGE-CYFAIR
BRANCH LIBRARY
9191 Barker Cypress
Cypress, Texas 77433
281-290-3213 - voice | 832-463-0478 - text
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Success, Courage, & Happiness

Presence: Bring Your Boldest Self to Your Biggest Challenges
Call # 158.1 Cud

Succeeding When You're Supposed to Fail: The 6 Enduring Principles of High Achievement
Call # 158 Bra

The Up Side of Down: Why Failing Well is the Key to Success
Call # 650.1 MacA

Start With Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take Action
Call # 658.409 Sin

Motivation & Time Management

When: The Scientific Secrets of Perfect Timing
Call # 153.753 Pin

Make Your Bed: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...
Call # 179.6 MacR

Deep Work: Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World
Call # 650.1 New

Motivation 101
Call # 153.8 Sch

Rethinking Positive Thinking: Inside the New Science of Motivation
Call # 153.8 Oet

Fear/Anxiety & Resiliency

You Are A Bad Ass: How to Stop Doubting Your Greatness and Start Living an Awesome Life
Call # 158.1 Sin

The Solution: Conquer Your Fear, Control Your Future
Call # 152.46 Bas

Girl, Wash Your Face: Stop Believing the Lies About Who You Are So You Can Become Who You Were Meant to Be
Call # 248.843 Hol

Rewire Your Anxious Brain: How to Use the Neuroscience of Fear to End Anxiety, Panic, & Worry
Call # 616.852 Pit